Extrapolation of preclinical pharmacokinetics and molecular feature analysis of "discovery-like" molecules to predict human pharmacokinetics.
The prediction of human pharmacokinetics from preclinical species is an integral component of drug discovery. Recent studies with a 103-compound dataset suggested that scaling from monkey pharmacokinetic data tended to be the most accurate method for predicting human clearance. Additionally, interrogation of the two-dimensional molecular properties of these molecules produced a set of associations which predict the likely extrapolative outcome (success or failure) of preclinical data to project human pharmacokinetics. However, a limitation of the previous analyses was the relative paucity of data for typical "discovery-like" molecules (molecular weight >300 and/or clogP >3). The objective of this investigation was to generate preclinical data required for extension of this dataset for additional discovery-like molecules and determine whether the aforementioned findings continue to apply for these molecules. In vivo nonrodent intravenous pharmacokinetic data were generated for 13 molecules, and data for 8 additional molecules were obtained from the literature. Additionally, the various scaling methodologies and molecular features analysis were applied to this new dataset to predict human pharmacokinetics. Whereas the predictive accuracies demonstrated across all of the various methodologies were lower for this higher clearance compound dataset, scaling from monkey liver blood flow continued to be an accurate methodology, and human volume of distribution was similarly well predicted regardless of scaling methodology. Lastly, application of the molecular feature associations, particularly data-dependent associations, afforded an improved predictivity compared with the liver blood flow scaling approaches, and provides insight into the extrapolation of high clearance compounds in the preclinical species to human.